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Abstract 
 

Fig.1 a The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase
binds 3Na at the cellular- and 2K cations
at the interstitial side of the basolateral
membrane. (b) In the existing model the
enzyme makes a turn in the basolateral
membrane while exchanging 3Na and 2K
cations. (c) In the here studied model the
enzyme is generating capacitance and
fluid transport. The enzyme exchanges
2Na and 2K cations in the figure while
the 3rd Na ion stays put on the enzyme,
generating membrane capacitance.  tj
tight junction, m mucosa, c cytosol, bl
basolateral membrane. 

Fluid transport, and the electrical current (i-mode)- and membrane potential difference 
(v-mode) generating properties of the electrolyte transporting enzyme 3Na/2K-
ATPase in rabbit mandibular main duct epithelium have been studied. The ATP-
activated enzyme exchanges 2 sodium (Na) and 2 potassium (K) cations. The 3rd 
enzyme bound Na cation is sent as free electrical potential (Q/C) across the membrane 
in a closed electrical circuit with a 3rd Na on a second protein. The latter returns the 
charge Q as current (i=Q/sec) through the Na specific lipid bilayer resistance (R). This 
electrical RC-circuit obeys the second law of electricity: Q/C-i*R=0 (Kirchoff). The 
ion channels in situ serve as channel-capacitors, storing the maximal generated 
membrane capacitance (3mC/cm2) as ion/H2O substitution potential or free electrical 
potential (84mV) over a distance of one meter. A lipid membrane lacks a specific 
chloride (Cl) resistance but anions ease the mobility or admittance (Q.sec-1/Volt) of 

Na in the membrane. Maximal NaCl uptake is 
30nEq/cm2.sec, realized by 5-fold concentrated 
vesicular NaCl uptake (0.82mol/l) from the 
perfusion fluid at essentially 0Volt. Non-ionic 
paracellular recirculation of NaCl generates 
epithelial fluid secretion. Net NaCl uptake 
requires the admittance being set up by 2 active 
populations of enzymes, generating either 
antegrade- (i-mode) or retrograde (v-mode) 
transcellular vesicle transport. Net NaCl and 
H2O output of a tissue is determined by the 
ratio of enzymes active in i-mode and v-mode. 
The data suggest that cytosolic antegrade- and 
retrograde vesicular transport in the neuron, 
sweat gland, gallbladder, mandibular duct and 
intestinal epithelium all are organized by a 
similar scheme of enzyme activation. The 
combined enzyme/channel activity may play a 
key role at all levels of biological engineering 
and biological information management. 
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Introduction 
 

Rationale: Kirchoff used water, 
taps, pumps, valves and pipes to 
discover the laws of electricity. Using 
these laws it is shown that the enzyme is 
a combined electrolyte- and fluid pump.  

 
 

Fig.2 The single cell layer of tubular rabbit
mandibular main duct epithelium is studied as
model to disentangle the transport properties of
the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase. The second law of 
electricity (Kirchhoff) allows 2 modes of
electrolyte transport. a Enzymes activated
successively generate electrical potential (Volt) by
sending the 3rd Na cations on the enzymes back-
and forth in a closed electrical RC-circuit. ATP
activates the enzymes from inside the cell. b
Simultaneously ATP-activated proximal- and 
distal enzymes stay put while generating net NaCl
salt transport at essentially 0mV.  

The rules of electricity rarely 
are taken into account in studies of 
membrane electrolyte transport. These 
rules however do not allow the 
existence of net basolateral 3Na/2K 
exchange (fig.1), the widely accepted 
model of 3Na/2K-ATPase activity. The 
exchange cannot exist because a cell 
would be flooded with K cations and 
the exchange is not compatible with the 
second law of electricity (Kirchoff), 
demanding net zero transport of charge 

across a membrane. The rules also exclude the possibility of an ion channel being a 
resistor guiding cations from + to – electrical potential. It is a channel-capacitor 
because ions flow against their electrical gradient from – to + in the channel.    

 
Fig.s 3a-e. The enzyme 3NA/2K-ATPase is active 
as ATP- activated ion pump, fluid pump and ion 
exchanger. The enzyme exploits the condition 
that anions cannot pass the Na-specific resistance 
of the lipid bilayer.  a An enzyme activated by 
ATP (present in the cell only) transports the 3rd 
Na charge as capacitance actively across the 

basolateral membrane to the cell outside. This study shows that the enzyme cotransports a discrete fluid 
volume (H2O) with the cation. b 3K import. Exchange of 2K via channel-capacitors yields 2 discrete 
intracellular H2O volume units. The 3rd Na cation on the enzyme stays put. c 3rd Na and K exchange. 
This small RC-circuit with the enzyme in its resting state generates passive membrane capacitance 
(PD) d A 3rd Na is sent across the membrane to a positive potential, which is realized by Cl anion being 
simultaneously stored as free negative electrical potential –E in a Cl channel capacitor. d Empirically it 
was found that this potential -E is conserved as +E free potential when the Cl gradient across the 
membrane is reversed (see results).   
 

To study the influence of the rules of electricity on membrane electrolyte 
transport we have chosen rabbit mandibular salivary main duct epithelium as model 
(fig.2). Salt (NaCl) uptake by this tissue is transcellular1,2,4, and here this salt uptake is 
studied further by involving the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase into this process. The 
assumption that the ATP activated enzyme exchanges 2Na for 2K cations across the 
basolateral membrane of rabbit mandibular duct in the background of the 3rd Na 
cation (fig.’s 1,3) has been the working hypothesis. This 3rd Na cation must stay 
enzyme-bound as a consequence of the 2nd law of electricity (Kirchoff’s law); the 
cation must be part of a closed electrical circuit when the enzyme is activated. A 
second assumption has been that the lipid membrane is not permeable for anions. It 
will be shown that the lipid resistance R is cation specific.   
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Fig.4. Flow is necessary for enzymes active in a circuit with 
channel-capacitors. a Charge Q send by the enzyme as 
capacitance C cannot return in a closed electrical RC-circuit 
across the same cell as current iQ through the lipid resistance R. b 
With sufficient flow an enzyme can send charge to a + potential 
and this charge can be returned as current iQ across an other cell 
from + to – potential, provided that simultaneously two 

countercharges (+2Q) are stored (gradient driven) as free electrical DC-potential E in the channel-
capacitors in the membrane of that other cell. The circuit Q/C–I*R–E=0 obeys the second law of 
electricity.  

 
An ATP-activated enzyme sends the 3rd Na cation as capacitance (C) across 

the membrane and therefore it seems that the enzymes are functional in biological 
RC-circuit generation. A RC-circuit obeys the second law of electricity. The 3rd Na 
cation is sent as capacitance across the epithelium to a higher (+) electrical potential, 
in return for a 3rd Na cation, which is sent as passive electrical current the other way 
around from positive (+) to negative  (-) electrical potential (Fig.4). The latter 
potential is realized by channel-capacitors that simultaneously store charge as free 
electrical (fig.3c). The passive Na return current runs through the Na specific lipid 
resistance R. The intrinsic RC time-constant of an enzyme is exactly one second. The 
enzyme is not solely a cation pump. It has many identities (fig.3) ranging from cation 
pump and ion exchange protein to water pump and this variability is needed because 
the enzyme must be capable to handle cat- and anions. The enzyme must generate 
cation well as anion RC-circuits. Fluid flow is a prerequisite to generate the electrical 
RC-circuits to generate intra- as well as extracellular currents (fig.4).   

 
Fig.5  Membrane potential generated by two cation 
capacitors (v-mode), generated in the absence of Cl 
anions. A cation capacitor is a combination of an 
enzyme, and a Na- and K cation channel-capacitor. 
The 3rd Na cation of this enzyme/channel 
combination is facing the cytosol in the resting 
state of the enzyme. Left panel. An ATP-activated 
enzyme generates a closed electrical RC-circuit by 
sending a capacitive Na charge QNa uphill in a 
proximal cell, in a closed circuit with a passive 
return current iNa across the Na specific resistance 
R of the distal cell. Right panel. The subsequent 

activation of the distal enzyme generates an identical RC-circuit while resetting the enzyme in the 
proximal cell. The combined RC-time constant τ of the two identical RC-circuits is ½ a second. Ions 
are dehydrated when stored in channel-capacitors. Each enzyme can generate a free electrical potential 
of 3ENa,K (Volt) maximally, the equivalent of 3*2 cations.  The enzymes are sensitive to Cl anions in 
the basolateral solution as is shown in fig.6.   
 

Rabbit main duct epithelium generates both membrane PD and net NaCl salt 
transport. This means that the membranes must harbor enzymes either acting as 
voltage source (v-mode) or as current source (i-mode). Environmental conditions, 
predominantly the existing ion gradients, determine whether the enzyme-channel 
combination is involved in capacitance generation on the membrane (v-mode), or 
whether the combination is involved in net Na and Cl current generation through the 
membrane (i-mode). The mode of activation of the enzyme is a stochastically 
determined process.  
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Models of the enzyme active in v-mode are shown in fig.’s 5,6. An ATP-
activated enzyme generates the transfer of capacitive Na charge QNa across the 
membranes in a closed electrical RC-circuit with a 3rd Na cation of an enzyme in a 
more distal cell. The generated membrane capacitance Q is stored either in a 
transcellular Na- and K channel-capacitor combination (fig.5), or in 2 Cl channel-
capacitors of a more distally located cell (fig. 6). The charge Q of the 3rd Na cation is 
conserved in the channel-capacitors as free electrical potential (E=Q/C). Hence, the 
membrane PD originates from coupled proximal- and distal cellular enzymes that 
generate membrane capacitance. An enzyme stores 2 charges in the channel-
capacitors for each turn of the 3rd Na cation in the membrane. It will be shown that the 
enzymes can maintain up to 6 (3*2) charges actively in the channel-capacitors of the 
epithelium, per cycle and per molecule ATP. However, it takes some time for the 
enzymes to saturate the membrane channel-capacitors because a RC-circuit has given 
time constant τ (sec-1).   

 
Fig.6  Membrane potential (E, capacitance) generated 
by a proximal cation- and a distal anion capacitor (v-
mode). Luminal fluid flow is from left to right. An 
anion capacitor is a combination of an enzyme and Cl 
channel-capacitors. Left panel Activation of a 
proximal enzyme resets a distal Na cation on an 
enzyme. Right panel The distal anion capacitor 
potentially can translocate 3Na cations across the 
membrane in a single stroke when Cl is present in the 
basolateral solution (results). The anions cannot cross 
the Na-selective lipid membrane resistance R and 
therefore 6Cl anions are send into the channel 

capacitors across the membrane from + to – potential. However, the proximal capacitor can only reset 
one Na at a time when Cl anions are absent in the luminal solution (see fig.7). This hampers the 
saturation of the membrane capacitance, τ is 2sec as will be shown in the results section. The proximal 
cation capacitor is dominant because the 3rd Na cation is always passively redirected towards the 
cytosol with the Na plus K gradient in the direction of the interstitium. A hardware amplifier cannot 
discriminate between these anion- and cation capacitances. 
 

The composition of body fluids is electroneutral and therefore both Na and Cl 
should be sent across the membrane simultaneously. It requires a current source for 
each enzyme. These current sources must have infinite internal resistances to avoid 
voltage differences and therefore the current generating enzymes must stay put, the 
external load determines the output. Cl anions cannot pass the Na-specific lipid 
resistance and therefore the enzyme must generate endocytotic and exocytotic fluid 
vesicle volumes with equal (net zero) electrical membrane capacitance. The 
endocytotic vesicles contain the transmembrane Na and Cl currents. The enzymes also 
should be fluid pumps. We now have set the boundary conditions of the epithelial net 
NaCl current source (i-mode, fig.7). These conditions are all based on the empirical 
evidence presented in the results section. In this study is shown that net NaCl uptake 
is depending on the Cl-anion eased Na-admittance (Q.sec-1/Volt) of the epithelial 
membranes (fig.7). Cl anions enhance the mobility of Na cations in the lipid 
membranes, the single method to get NaCl across an epithelium. 

 
When ion-channels are resistance-free capacitors it is possible to quantify all 

relevant electrical parameters of a tissue, provided that the enzyme density is known. 
The ions stored in these channel-capacitors represent free electrical potential (E), or 
membrane PD (Q/C=PD (Equation 1). The membrane PD alters when a charge Q, 
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against its electrical gradient, is fed into a capacitor C (∆Q/C, eq.2). This PD allows 
the Na return current i (∆Q/sec) to pass R down its electrical gradient (eq.3). RC-
circuits obey the second law of electricity, hence the sum of potentials Q/C –i*R is 
zero (eq.3). Other studies also have shown that the ATP-activated protein generates 
membrane capacitance8. The shown equations 1-8 provide all information of 
epithelial capacitance generation. Eq.’s 4 and 5 are obtained by assuming that the 
channel-capacitors are empty at time t=0 (textbook). The factor τ in these equations is 
the relaxation or saturation time constant of the RC-circuits assuming that the RC-time 
constants of the enzyme itself is exactly one second. The time constant τ is a measure 
for the uploading of the channel-capacitance, the process is also known as saturation 
of the membrane with capacitance. Eq.6 gives the relationship between the initial 
current i0 (at t=0) and the saturation time constant τ, Q0 being the number of enzymes 
(charges) present on the ‘capacitor’ at time t=0.  In this study it is furthermore shown 
that it makes no difference whether an enzyme is activated by ATP or by an external 
current source (Icc). In both cases the current will evenly spread on the positive and 
negative ‘poles’ of the membranes just as current spreads on a hardware capacitor 
when a current feeds it. For example, rabbit mandibular epithelial cells (the model 
tissue used in this study) respond, independent of the ambient ion concentrations, with 
identical symmetrical potential deflections when symmetrical identical bi-polar 
current pulses are sent across the epithelium2.  
 

Fig.7  NaCl absorption by increased Na admittance (i-mode). The 
electroneutral uptake of 3NaCl requires an enzymatic uptake system with 
given Na admittance, the reciprocal of impedance, operating at essentially 
0mV. a With Cl anions in the lumen the enzymes are able to translocated 
net 3 bound Na cations per cycle instead of the single cation in the absence 
of Cl (fig.6). It means, as will be shown, that the maximal membrane 
capacitance (v-mode) is built up with about 1/3 of the enzymes. The RC-
circuits have a time constant of 2 seconds (fig.6) b 3 sequentially activated 
enzyme fast enzyme couples flip-flop the 3 cation channel-capacitances 
uploaded by the enzymes shown in a. The enzymes in each couple are 
activated simultaneously (The Na cations stay put) with time constant of 1 
sec, overruling the slow time constants of the capacitance generating time 
couples shown in a. The flip-flopping of the 3cation capacitances (or 
capacitors) generates altogether a distal Cl current of 9Cl anions. The 3 
distal the anion capacitors generate altogether a current of 9Na cation 
across the proximal cell. The flip-flopping of the apical Na capacitance, 
eased by distal Cl enzymes is called admittance, Q.sec-1/Volt (Eq.13). The 
model shows that ductal NaCl uptake depends on the proximal Na- and on 
the distal Cl-concentration as will be shown in the result section. c Finally 
each of the 3 capacitances is neutralized by a proximal 3Cl- and a distal 
3Na current (negative capacitance feedback). Thus, an enzyme transports 
3Na and 3Cl per ATP. The cells transport the (concentrated) Na and Cl ions 
in membrane vesicles (see discussion) because net NaCl uptake requires a 
condition of essentially 0Volt membrane potential (Kirchoff).   

 
 
The mobility of the cation in an epithelium or organized cluster of cells like 

neurons depends on a number of factors. The enzyme itself, the resistance of the 
membrane or tight junction, the ion gradients etc determines whether cell-couples are 
active in i-mode or v-mode. Admittance is one of the most important features of 
electrolyte transport because it is the only way to get NaCl across a membrane or 
epithelium. The following example shows that the apparent values of R of rabbit 
mandibular epithelium (the here studied tissue) can vary between 1 and 1/9 of the true 
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values for R while furthermore the product of R and C (sec-1) must be constant in any 
condition. Thus, the average Na lipid membrane resistance of main ducts (fig.8) is 
84Ω.cm2 when the transepithelial Na plus K cation gradient is disturbed by either 
removal of the luminal Na cations (79Ω.cm2) or by adding amiloride to the perfusion 
solution (91Ω.cm2)1,2. This Na specific lipid membrane resistance reduces with a 
factor 3 to 28Ω.cm2 1,2 (the membrane capacitance C increases with a factor 3) when 
the enzymes are able to load capacitance in the epithelial Na channels (fig.8b). The 
relative capacitance of the enzymes increases again with a factor 3 when Cl is present 
in the lumen because the enzymes now are able to translocate 3Na cations at once per 
second. This means that roughly 1/3 (fig.7c) of the enzymes is required to build up the 
maximal ductal enzyme capacitance (the maximal membrane potential). The lipid Na 
resistance indeed is 9Ω.cm2(1,2) in this condition because 3 parallel Na currents per 
enzyme and per second pass the membrane at once (fig.’s 7,8c). Hence; the epithelial 
membrane resistance in each of the 3 conditions is Na specific. A Cl membrane 
resistance in situ is absent. Finally, any generated free electrical potential E, which is 
stored by the enzymes in the membrane channel-capacitors, is taken up as DC-voltage 
source in the RC-circuits. Also these substitute RC-circuits (eq.’s 7-9) obey the second 
law of electricity.  

 
Fig.’s 8a-c Equivalent models of enzyme 

RC-circuit activity showing the difference between 
conductance and admittance a The enzymes are 
unable to generate membrane capacitance (v-
mode) when the Na channels are blocked by 
amiloride. However, an external current source Icc 
generates sufficient potential, using 3 current units, 
to send one 3rd Na cation as capacitance uphill. 
The enzyme activity is not depending on the 
polarity of Icc because once activated the enzyme is 
sending capacitance against the electrical gradient 
for Na. The measured resistance is 84Ω.cm2 in this 
condition1,2. b An enzyme stores Na and K in the 

membrane channel-capacitors. The measured resistance reduces with 1/3 to 28Ω.cm2 because the 
external current source is able to send 3 parallel current units to titrate this membrane capacitance. The 
maximal capacitance is 6 cations per enzyme, however a certain time is needed to saturate these 
channel capacitance with the enzymes storing 2 charges per cycle in the capacitors. c Net NaCl 
absorption (i-mode). Cl anions in the bath increase the admittance or lipid mobility of the Na carrying 
enzymes because the anions themselves cannot cross the membrane (unless stored in a channel-
capacitor).  The enzymes now translocate 3Na per ATP and per second, assisted by the cotransport of 
3Cl anions. It means that about 1/3 of the enzymes, is required to build up the maximal possible 
enzyme capacitance. Hence, the measured resistance1,2 reduces with 1/3 to 9Ω.cm2 because 3*3 parallel 
enzyme currents per second can be sent by the current source in this condition. However, it is more 
appropriate to speak of Na admittance in the latter condition.    
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Results 
 

The epithelial cells of rabbit 
mandibular main duct line the lumen of the 
duct as a single tubular layer of epithelial 
cells (fig.2). The cells vigorously reabsorb 
NaCl from the primary saliva before this 
fluid enters the buccal cavity of the rodent. 
The epithelial cells are polarized as such 
that the cells have a mucosal- or luminal 
membrane, facing the lumen of the ducts, 
and a basolateral membrane, facing the 
blood or interstitial side of the cells. Na 
and Cl channels are expressed in the apical 
membrane; Cl and K channels, and the 
enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase are expressed in 
the basolateral membrane. The transport 
properties of the tissue have been studied 
extensively in the past1,2,7,9,12. By its ability 
to generate a high PD, or high NaCl turn-
over, the tissue seems predestined for 
disentangling the macroscopic electrolyte 
transport properties of the enzyme.  

Fig.9 The enzymes are divided into two
subpopulations, generating membrane
capacitance or fluid transport.  The maximal
NaCl uptake amounts to 11.2nEq.cm2/sec
(Table 2) while all together the enzymes could
transport 15nEq.cm2/sec (Table 1, fig’s
11,12). Hence, the ratio of enzymes involved
in net NaCl uptake (generating fluid transport),
and enzymes involved generation of
membrane capacitance is approximately
11.2/3.8=3. The efficacy of both enzyme
populations furthermore depends on the flow
rate. Salt uptake (JNa) is optimal with the
perfusion flow rate at and above 625nl/min.
(n=4 ducts per data point).  

  
 The tissue’s capacity to reabsorb 
net NaCl from the lumen - Na- and Cl ions 
are taken up in equal quantities (Kirchoff) - 
depends on the chosen perfusion velocity 
(fig.9). Salt uptake increases quasi 
exponentially with increasing perfusion 
velocity until the uptake stabilizes at and 
above 625nl/min, the perfusion velocity 
that we have chosen for our uptake studies. 
These data show that flow is an essential 
condition for the enzymes to increase their 
functionality. The flow-dependency of salt 
uptake cannot be due to an conventional 
‘unstirred layer’, which would be 148µm 
thick as is shown in fig.10b, because the 
epithelium has a very low hydraulic 
conductivity and almost unity osmotic 
reflection coefficient12. Instead, flow is 
needed to enable the formation of coupled 
enzyme RC-circuit pairs in longitudinal 
direction. At low perfusion rate the 
enzymes are unable to establish current 
loops in cross sectional direction and net 
PD generation is thwarted by the so-called 
equipotential of the ductal peri-membrane 
surface (fig.’s 4,9a), and by the fluid flow 

 Fig.10 a   The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase
cannot establish a current loop when fluid flow
is too low because the peritubular surface is an
equipotential surface at 0mV. b Currents loops
in longitudinal direction are unable to pass
the diameter of the ducts when the fluid  rate
is above 625nl/min. This is the minimal rate at
which a volume unit with 263µm length is
refreshed every second in the ducts having
148µm radius12. The volume of the unit is
18.9nl in mounted ducts with 0.5cm length. It
appears to be the volume that is under
‘control’ of the osmo-regulating enzymes (see
discussion). 
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Fig.12 Cl uptake plotted as function of the Cl
concentration leaving the duct (Clout). Nain
was 150mol/l in these experiments. Cl was
perfused with concentrations between 125-
and 25mmol/l Cl, step 25mmol/l; and
12.5mmol/l Cl. Inset: Lineweaver-Burke data
analysis. n=6 fresh ducts per data point. 
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Fig.11. Na uptake plotted as function of the
Na concentration at the entrance of the ductal
lumen (Nain). Clin was 125mol/l in all
experiments. Inset:  Lineweaver-Burke data
analysis of the Na uptake. n=6 fresh ducts per
data point 
n the lumen and cytosol of the enzymes (see discussion). The enzyme’s functionality 
s optimal, at and above a perfusion rate of 625nl/min, when all enzymes force the 
urrents to loop in longitudinal direction.  

The luminal dissociation of cat- and anion capacitance by fluid flow, 
uggesting that Na- and Cl reabsorption occurs in different cells, has been explored 
urther by measuring the NaCl uptake as function of the Na- or Cl concentration in the 
umen of the ducts (fig.’s 11,12). Net NaCl uptake was analyzed using the enzyme 
inetic formalisms of Lineweaver-Burke. This analysis shows that Na is substrate for 
roximal enzymes (Nain), and that Cl is substrate for more distally located enzymes 
Clout). The analysis supports the notion that certain dissociation between Na and Cl 
ptake sites in the lumen is required for optimal Na and Cl reabsorption. The flow rate 
nd the radius of the duct, as we have seen above, determine the dissociation (fig.10).  

Lineweaver-Burke analysis of NaCl reabsorption furthermore shows that the 
nzymes reabsorb Na and Cl from the lumen at equal rate; Vmax,Na and Vmax,Cl each are 
.5*10-8 Eq/cm2.sec (fig’s 11,12). Each of these uptake rates is compatible with the 
ate of inorganic phosphate production (Pi/sec) by the enzymes, determined in-vitro 
Table1). Thus, the combined results of the NaCl uptake and Pi production studies 
trongly suggest that each enzyme has the ability to reabsorb 3Na and 3Cl ions per 
ydrolyzed molecule ATP per second. To gain more insight in this process we studied 
aCl uptake as function of the Cl concentration in the lumen together with a number 
f other physiological relevant parameters, like tissue PD and the calculated short-
ircuit current Icc (Table 2). The obtained data show that net NaCl uptake from the 
umen increases with decreasing PD across the tissue, and that indeed maximal salt 
ptake from the lumen occurs at 0mV. This 0mV condition also allows calculating the 
alue of E (eq.’s 5-7; fig.’s 5-7), the capacitance that actively can be stored by the 
nzymes in the channel-capacitors (fig.7).  
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The lipid membrane resistance Rl is 28Ω.cm2 when net NaCl uptake is zero 
(Table 2) and this value is expected to decrease with a factor 3 to 28/3Ω.cm2 
(9.3Ω.cm2) when NaCl uptake is maximal and when the enzymes generate 3Na and 
3Cl currents per second (fig.’s 7,8c). The resistance data support this view showing 
that indeed Rl is approaching the value of 9.3Ω.cm2 when both the net Na- and net Cl 
uptake approaches the maximum uptake of 15nEq/cm2.sec (Table2). These maximal 
Na and Cl uptake rates (Vmax,Na and Vmax,Cl in fig.’s 11,12) represent together a total 
epithelial current i of 3.10-3Qeq/cm2.sec (a value of 105Coulomb for Faraday’s 
constant was used for the conversion of concentration to current). The product of R 
and i is 3.10-3Qeq/cm2.sec*9.3Ω.cm2 or 28mV. Thus, the proximal and distal RC-
circuits potentially can generate per second 3 times a PD of -28mV, being the 
equivalent of 10-3Qeq/28mV.cm2-membrane capacitance, when the enzymes are not 
resetting each other. The value of the specific membrane resistance Rl (28Ω.cm2) can 
be rewritten to capacitance C=10-3Qeq/28mV.cm2 or 3.10-3Qeq/cm2.sec/84mV (see 
discussion) because the RC product of the individual enzymes is exactly one second, 
as will be shown also below by rapid cooling of the epithelium. 

 

Fig.13 Relationship between the charge
equivalents Q (Isc.sec) in the membrane (y-
axis) and the number of enzymes (JCl/3)
involved in the net NaCl uptake, (abscissa,
data from Table 2). Each passive enzyme
stores 4 charges, and each active enzyme
maintains 6 charges per second in the
membrane channel-capacitors, as is indicated
by the slope of the line (10Qeq per enzyme).
The enzymes generate 0mV membrane
capacitance when Isc is zero. In this condition
all enzymes would reabsorb net NaCl only
while being in i-mode (triangle: data point
from Table 1). The relationship provides firm
evidence that distinct coupled RC-circuits,
distributed over two cells, generating
capacitance (PD) or net NaCl uptake can exist. 

The calculus presented in the fore-
going paragraph show that the enzymes all 
together can transport up to 3*10-3Qeq per 
cm2 charge equivalents per second. Hence, 
the RC-circuits actively can generate a 
maximum of 3 times the value of -28mV, 
or -84mV, membrane capacitance 
(10-3Qeq/28mV) when the enzymes do not 
reset each other simultaneously 3 times per 
second. The RC-circuits that generate the 
membrane capacitance are present when Cl 
is absent in the lumen (Table2). The 
transepithelial PD In this condition 
hyperpolarizes to -139 mV. This huge PD, 
a composition of basic- or passive 
capacitance and active capacitance, 
suggests that altogether 5 times 
(-139mV/28mV) the amount of 10-

3Qeq/cm2-charge equivalent capacitance 
can be stored in the membranes. This total 
charge capacitance (calculated as Icc*sec, 
Table 2) indeed is present on the 
membranes when net salt uptake is zero, as 
shown in fig.13. The data in this figure 
provide firm evidence that it is the number 
of enzymes that determine R and C of a 
tissue. The relationship between the 

calculated charge on the membranes, and the in situ Na or Cl uptake is highly 
significant (r=1). The membrane capacitance is maximal when net salt transport by 
the enzymes is zero. In contrast, the calculated membrane capacitance is 0mV when 
NaCl transport is maximal under the condition of 0mV transepithelial PD (Isc=0). 
Thus, a 0mV epithelial PD does not mean that a net electrical driving force across the 
tissue is absent. The combined data, 0mV transepithelial PD and maximal net NaCl 
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reabsorption, strongly suggest that Na and Cl RC-circuits must be present in the 
epithelium at 0mV to drive Na and Cl out of the lumen.  
 

Fig.14 5-fold the amount of 10-3 Qeq/cm2

charge equivalents, or -140mV, can be
stored as free electrical potential in the
membrane channel-capacitors (v-mode).
The membrane capacitance, or PD, is a
composition of –56mV passive- and
-84mV active capacitance.  A rapid de-
crease or increase of the ambient tissue
temperature, ∆T1 and ∆T2 respectively,
unmasks the stepwise formation of mem-
brane capacitance by proximal and distal
pairs of enzymes generating RC-circuits.
The time constant τ is a measure for the
time needed by the enzyme pool to saturate
the membrane potential. The enzymes also
are able to concentrate NaCl 5-fold in
endocytotic membrane vesicles (see
discussion).  

The enzyme density is known (Table 1) and therefore the maximal possible 
contribution of the active- and passive capacitance by the enzymes to the total 
membrane capacitance can be calculated. Each enzyme loaded with the 3rd Na cation 
generates twice the amount of basic membrane capacitance and therefore 
2*5.10-4Qeq/cm2 (Table 1) equivalent charges maximally can polarize the basolateral 
membrane. This basic passive cation capacitance also polarizes the apical membrane 
because the apical (Ca) and basolateral membrane (Cbl) can be seen as two parallel 
sheets of a capacitor when the enzymes are not activated. The substitute capacitance 
Cs of the two membranes (Eq.10) is given by the sum 2*10-3Qeq/cm2 of the individual 
membrane capacitances. The presence of these charges in RC-circuits across the 
resistance-free ion channels is sampled by the voltmeter as -56mV membrane 
capacitance. This because these 2*10-3 Qeq/cm2 charge equivalents would generate 
-56mV when passing the resistance 28Ω.cm2 of an RC-circuit at T=37ºC. Thus, in the 
passive, inactivated, condition the enzymes can generate -56mV membrane 
capacitance maximally; -28mV capacitance is present on each membrane. In contrast, 
the apical and basolateral membrane capacitances are connected in series (eq.11) 
when ATP activates the enzymes. When the enzymes operate in serial mode they do 

not contribute any net capacitance to the 
overall membrane capacitance. Only the 
charges stored in the capacitors (channels) 
contribute to the PD (fig.4). Thus, in the 
activated state the enzymes store 50% of their 
passive capacitance, being 10-3Qeq/cm2 
charge equivalents or -28mV, in the mem-
branes, for each cycle they make through the 
basolateral membrane. When cycling through 
the membrane the enzymes generate the 
membrane capacitance exponentially until the 
RC-circuits have saturated the channel-
capacitors in the membranes, as shown by a 
model in fig.13. The calculus furthermore 
supports the view that each enzyme is capable 
to transport 2 charge equivalents per second 
when cycling once through the membrane. 
Each enzyme therefore is capable to transport 
3Na and 3Cl ions per molecule ATP when 
tending (the enzymes stay put) to cycle three 
times per second through the membrane 
(Table 1). Furthermore 5*10-4Q can be 
substituted as the value for Q0 in eq.6. 
 

 The calculated values of passive and active enzyme capacitances (see 
preceding paragraph) can also be measured. We take advantage of the temperature 
insensitivity of the capacitance because a capacitor has no resistance. The basic 
capacitance on the membranes therefore should be established empirically when the 
epithelial temperature is lowered to 4°C, and when furthermore all apical Na, 
basolateral K, and all Cl gradients are removed from the epithelium. These 
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interventions remove the active capacitance of –84mV from the membranes as is 
shown in fig.15. The remainder of PD is -56mV passive capacitance, and this basic 
capacitance reverses sign to +56mV when Cl is present in the lumen only, see fig.3d6. 
The measured basic- and active capacitor potentials match the sum of the calculated 
basic- and actively generated capacitance of the enzyme pool (see above). Therefore 
the enzymes occupied with 3rd Na cation generate the epithelial PD or membrane 
capacitance. A variety of additional experimental data also show that the epithelial 
PD is due to membrane capacitance. For example, the basic capacitance is not 
affected by a change in the luminal Na concentration at 4°C as shown in fig.15 and 
the same figure shows that the passive capacitance is temperature insensitive. In 
contrast, the basolateral Cl concentration (fig.15; Table 3) does not affect the 
magnitude of the membrane capacitance although the anion capacitor is active when 
Cl is present in the basolateral Cl as is shown by its effect on the saturation constant 
of the membrane capacitance (see below, Table 3)6. The active capacitance 
furthermore is dependent on the Na and K gradients across the epithelium (fig.15). 

 

Fig.15  The relationship between membrane capacitance (or PD) and
the interstitial K- (left panel, n=4) or luminal Na concentration (right
panel, n=4). Cl was absent in the lumen while Cl in the bath did not
influence the results (Table 3). The passive membrane capacitance is
–56mV, measured at T=0°C when Na and K cations are removed 
from the tissue. Active membrane capacitance is –84mV 
(=27mV+55mV) when the Na and K concentrations are optimal. Vp
represents the value of -27mV capacitance when the entire enzyme
pool makes a single cycle in the membrane.  The slope values of the
lines represent the shift in the sum of Na and K capacitance per 
decade (d) shift in the basolateral K- or luminal Na concentration.
Basolateral K turnover is stimulated by basolateral K concentrations
between 0.1 and 4 mM, and inhibited by K concentrations above 
4mM. Neither the temperature (right panel) nor the luminal Na
concentration does influence the passive capacitance.  

The presence of 
active capacitance on the 
membranes can be 
studied by rapid 
changing the ambient 
temperature of the tissue. 
Rapid cooling switches 
of the active capacitance 
generation by the 
enzymes, and the 
membrane capacitance 
dissipate through the 
lipid membrane 
resistance Rl. In one 
series of experiments Cl 
was removed from the 
apical and basolateral 
solutions. The distal 
enzymes generating the 
Cl RC-circuits are 
conferred to the pool of 
enzymes generating 
proximal Na RC-circuits 
(fig.5) and therefore the 
initial current iNa should 
be twice the value of Q0  

(5.10-4Qeq/cm2) of a single Na RC-circuit. The saturation time constant τ of the 
membrane capacitance, substituting QNa =2Q0 in eq.9, is 0.5 seconds. In the other 
experiment Cl anions are present in the bathing solution only (fig.6). in this condition 
50% of the enzymes are permanently involved in resuscitating the anion capacitors. 
QNa=0.5*Q0 and the calculated saturation constant τ of the membrane capacitance is 2 
seconds.  
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A sudden cooling step uncouples the orchestrated active membrane 
capacitance generation across the lipid resistance R by the proximal and distal 
enzymes. An acute voltage step (depolarization) of -28mV is expected (fig. 8b). When 
rapid cooling suddenly interrupted the enzyme activity a fast PD drop of –24mV was 
observed (Table 3). This value is close to the theoretically expected value of -28mV. 
The measured saturation time constants τ matched the theoretically expected values, 
and the RC product therefore must be one second. The fast initial capacitance drop 
was followed by another -28mV of capacitance dissipation, which took place in the 
absence of any intervention. This proves that indeed the total capacitance, 
10-3Qeq/28mV.cm2, of the total enzyme pool can be stored in the membranes by 
uploading the ion channels. By restoring the ambient temperature the PD increased in 
the different experiments with a single exponential potential step of 60mV, with the 
expected, calculated, difference in the capacitance saturation time constants τ (fig.14).  
 

Table 3. PD changes in the presence and absence of Cl anions in the basolateral (bl)
solution, in response to stepwise altering the ambient temperature of the tissue. SO4
anions substituted the Cl ions in the mucosal (m) solution. It is likely that the fast
re-heating PD saturation constants, 0.74 and 2.1 sec respectively, are slowed down
by 0.2 seconds due to the Q10 of the enzymes. This suggests that also in the re-
heating condition the actual τ-values are within the theoretical (fig,’s 5,6) and
calculated (eq.10) range of 0.5 and 2.0 seconds, respectively. n=4 for each T-
condition. The relatively fast ∆PD1 and ∆PD2 PD changes were followed by a third
very slow depolarization step (not shown) 6.  
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Discussion: 
 

The suggestion that capacitance is the driving force for membrane electrolyte 
trafficking is absent in over 2000 frog skin studies transacting the hypothesized nature 
of membrane transport and membrane PD generation. The basic assumption in these 
studies has been that the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase sets up membrane Na and K 
gradients and corresponding ion diffusion potentials by exchanging 3Na cations for 
2K cations. In this study is shown that the membrane potential is due to membrane 
capacitance generated by the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase. The available enzyme/channel 
combinations in a membrane altogether can generate respectively –56mV passive and 
–84mV active membrane capacitance on the membranes of rabbit mandibular main 
duct epithelium (fig.15). 

 
Fig.16. Enzymes can be reset anywhere in a RC-circuit as is shown 
here for neutral NaCl uptake across gallbladder epithelial cells. The 
cells are characterized by the presence of  Na/Cl binding proteins. 
NaCl uptake is realized by a combination of ATP-activated anion– 
(left) and cation (right) capacitors. The inability of Cl anions to pass 
the lipid membrane is crucial for the system to work. The neutral 
binding protein act as capacitor causing Na and Cl anions to enter the 
lateral space between the cells while H2O follows passively. Optimal 
electroneutral NaCl uptake amounts to 4nEq/cm2.sec1,2 (JB personal 
observation). Electroneutral uptake is therefore 3 times less efficient 

than channel-capacitor mediated NaCl uptake (Table 2) because the 3Na/2K-ATPase enzyme densities 
of gallbladder- and mandibular duct epithelium are comparable1,2. The shown electroneutral NaCl 
uptake is the system of choice for epithelia lacking apical fluid flow. 

 
The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase is responsible for the creation of the electrical 

and chemical gradients across the membrane. The chemical gradients are due to the 
exchange of 2Na and 2K cations across the basolateral membrane and the electrical 
‘gradients’ or potentials are generated by the Na cation(s) on the enzyme (fig.1). 
Active potential across a membrane can be generated only by ions flowing in a 
current loop that crosses the membrane twice. The second law of electricity demands 
this condition. A current loop passing through 2 equivalent electrical components, like 
2 channels or 2 resistors does not generate a membrane potential. The current loop of 
a RC-circuit is the single permissible electrical circuit to generate a membrane PD 
because it contains two non-equivalent components, a resistor and a capacitor and the 
circuit obeys the second law of electricity. The membrane potentials therefore must be 
capacitor potentials. Capacitor potentials look like Nernstian diffusion potentials 
because the charged ion channels (capacitors) are sensitive to anion gradients into the 
direction of the mucosa, as well as to cation gradient in the direction of the 
interstitium. Diffusion- and capacitor potentials are therefore confusing entities. 
Probably a few tissues are suitable for studying the properties of the enzyme because 
the enzymes transport both capacitance and water (see below). For example the same 
electrical components featuring salt reabsorption and PD generation in main duct 
epithelium are present in human sweat duct epithelium. It however is not excluded 
that the double layer of epithelial cells in sweat duct (supporting capacitance- rather 
than Nernstian electrolyte transport) is masking the passive capacitor potential of the 
enzyme5,10 in this tissue.  
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Fig.17  3Na/2K-ATPase physiology, optimal NaCl 
uptake. a The enzymes active in v-mode and i-mode send 
longitudinal positive and negative capacitive currents 
along the  length axis of the ducts. Approximately 1 in 4 
enzymes generate membrane capacitance for net NaCl 
uptake. The remainder generates Na- and Cl currents 
(fig.’s 7,9), which must cross the membrane in a shared 
pathway (Kirchoff). Endocytotic membrane vesicles are 
therefore generated by the capacitance generating 
enzymes, generating 6 (2*3) H20 vesicle volume units 
because an enzyme transports actively 2 charges for each 
Na cation (fig.13). Up to 0.82mol/l NaCl is stored in a 
single vesicle (Eq.16). b The enzymes that stay put must 
send an equal amount of vesicle water volume to the 

apical membrane (i-mode) to maintain zero net membrane capacitance turnover. The current-sending 
enzymes balance the endocytotic volume uptake by sending an exocytotic water flow of 3*2 water 
volume units by basolateral turn over of K (fig.’s 3b,7b). The cations are dehydrated in the channels. c 
Water flow is determined by the admittance of the system (Q.sec-1/V) and therefore also water flow 
through water channels (Chip) in a membrane must be under control of the enzymes. d Non-ionic salt 
particles and fluid pass connexins (cx) when the transconnexin potential is clamped to absolutely 0mV 
by enzymes sending simultaneous Na and Cl currents of equal magnitude! (Note the difference with 
current clamping in the laboratory).  

 
The experiments prove that the transepithelial PD is due to capacitance, 

generated by the combined activities of 3Na/2K-ATPase enzymes acting as voltage 
source distributed over 2 cells. Each enzyme combination generates the uphill, against 
the electrical gradient, storage of anion or cation charge as free electrical potential in 
the membrane ion channel-capacitors. The key-experiments involved the study of 
enzyme kinetics (fig.’s 11,12), and the study of the enzyme’s temperature sensitivity 
(Table 3) showing that two cells are required for net, electrical silent, NaCl uptake, 
and that cells are required for net capacitance (PD) generation. The enzymes need 2 
cells to set up an active RC-circuit. The enzymes in these circuits must be reset for 
renewed activity, and the enzymes are capable to function as cation- or anion 
capacitor. The enzymes furthermore are active in the RC-circuits with unprecedented 
biological precision. The intrinsic clock-rate of one protein, the RC-time constant, is 
one second and this suggests that the enzyme/channel combination is suitable for 
controlling biological process engineering and biological data management. The 
enzyme potentially could be the cornerstone of any desired neuronal network.  

 
Fig.18.  Spiking activity of channel-capacitors involved 

in the generation of Na admittance.  a An enzymes active in v-
mode cause QNa in a Na-channel-capacitor to move towards the 
serosa (fig.7a). Subsequently an enzyme active in i-mode forces 
this channel-capacitance to flip-flop towards the serosa in 
exchange for 3 Na-ions (fig.’s 7b, 17a). The little time delay 
between the 2 spiking activities, the phase shift, is crucial for the 
generation of this Na admittance. b Distal anion capacitors 
support the generation of Na admittance by sending Cl anions 

into the Cl channel-capacitors in return for a 3Cl anion current (fig.7c). Additional 3Cl anion- (a, gray 
arrow) and 3Na cation currents (b, gray arrow) reset the channel-capacitors (fig.7c). The NaCl currents 
are stored in endocytotic membrane vesicles to a final concentration of 0.82mol/l (eq.16). The activity 
of the enzymes active in v-mode and i-mode may become dissociated when transmitters, unidirectional 
Mg2+ blocks, second messengers etc. regulate the activity of Na channel-capacitors. This simultaneous 
Na and Cl current sending clamps the absolute transmembrane potential to 0Volt.   
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The enzyme-density in the ductal epithelial cells is sufficient to generate a 
maximal active capacitance (PD) of -84mV (3*-28mV) when the enzymes are active 
in v-mode (fig.16). Quantitatively this value can be compared to the maximum value 
of -89mV steady state potential of squid axon. The membrane potentials in this study 
however have different origin as the potentials described by Goldman9 in his 
permeability studies. For example, the anions are not passively distributed across the 
membrane because both cations and anions are substrate for the enzyme 3Na/2K-
ATPase, and the present experiments furthermore show that the cell membrane 
potential is a capacitor potential. It makes sense because nerve cell depolarization is 
fast. The results presented here predict that capacitor currents may enable the fast 
information exchange between the neuronal soma with the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase, 
and the neuronal axons and dendrites. Enzyme reset can be anywhere in a RC-circuit 
(fig.’s 16). The saturation time constants will be small with a multiple of RC-circuits 
along the neuron in secluded regions (clefts, vesicle, synapse).  

Fig.19   Equine sweating, osmotic 
tunneling.  Donkey skin biopsies were mounted in 
saline, diluted saline or saline with mannitol, as 
indicated in the figure. Isotonic, forskolin 
activated, isotonic equine sweating is under β-
adrenergic control. Sweat osmolarity 
(predominantly Na- and Cl ions) matched the 
bath osmolarity for each of the studied bathing 
conditions. Sweating equilibrates at a bath 
osmolarity of .82osMol/l. The cells drag H2O 
across the junctions by recirculating concentrated 
salt (originating from the apical solution) from 
the lumen to the lateral space, and back again into 
the lumen. The concentrated sweat is transported 
through the cytosol in vesicles, which are emptied 

in the lateral space between the cells. Extrapolation of the curve to the left suggests that water secretion 
is not dependent on bath NaCl concentration. The Na and Cl currents furthermore become associated 
when ‘tunneling’ non-ionically through the shunt between the cells (Kirchoff), which reduces the 
osmotic strength of the currents with 50% to 0.82osMol/l in the shunt. Hence, the extrapolation of the 
curve to the right (.82osMol/l) shows that the enzymes are able to concentrate NaCl 5-fold to 0.82mol/l 
in fluid secretion. Each data represents the average of average of 4-5 skin biopsies, containing + 15 
sweat glands each. Properties of equine sweat glands (1984), J.Bijman and PM Quinton In: ‘Secretion 
mechanisms and control’ (Eds. Case, R.M., Lingard, J.M., Young, J.A.). Manchester University Press, 
ISBN0-7190-0975-8. p253  

Cl-anions do not pass the lipid bilayer, unless stored in vesicles or in channel-
capacitors. The number of enzymes determines the Na membrane capacitance C and 
Na-specific lipid membrane resistance R. Cl-anions modulate the enzyme Na 
admittance and impedance (fig.’s 7,8) by easing the mobility of the Na cations in the 
lipid membrane. This notion is underscored by the unexpected sharp increase in ‘Cl 
resistance’ that we previously observed in ducts perfused with amiloride1,2,5, a 
resistance increase that was absent when the enzymes were blocked by ouabain. 
Previously we ascribed this phenomenon to a supposed excessive low cell Cl-
concentration in the presence of amiloride. However, the unexpected Cl resistance 
increase more likely is due to the decreased Na resistance of the enzymes when the 
Na channel-capacitors are switched off (fig.8a). The following generalized picture of 
3Na/2K-ATP-ase physiology emerges. The Na resistance of the enzyme is high when 
the transepithelial Na plus K gradient is blocked by amiloride (fig.8a). The belonging 
R and C values are modulated by Cl ions in the lumen but the product of R and C of 
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the enzyme is constant. This constant RC product makes it possible to predict the 
outcome of mandibular main duct current clamp experiments when the enzymes are 
active in the 3 possible modes of activation as described in fig.8 (prolonged current 
clamping is not allowed in this tissue). An Icc ratio of 1mA: 3mA: 9mA per cm2 of 
ductal epithelium would be observed by clamping the epithelium to -84mV in each of 
the 3 conditions. Thus, this hypothetical current clamping suggests a (long-term) 
enzyme capacitance down regulation when the cation channel-capacitors are 
inactivated by amiloride (fig.8a). C and R of the enzyme change respectively with a 
factor 3 or 1/3 when the serial Na and K capacitor-channels are active (fig.8b). And 
finally a transition from conductance into admittance can be observed when Cl anions 
appear in the lumen (fig.8c). The 3-fold increase of the enzymes admittance in the 
latter condition suggests that only 1/3 of the enzyme population is required to 
generate the maximal membrane capacitance of -140mV. This latter Icc change can be 
seen as (long-term) membrane capacitance neutralization in the given condition.  

   
Fig.20. Osmotic balancing, phase shifting, threshold 

potential. A Admittance depends on the ratio of enzymes 
active in i-mode and in v-mode. For example, when NaCl 
uptake is optimal it is expected that 1/4 of enzymes generate 
maximal membrane capacitance of 140mV (fig.’s 7,8c,15). 
3-fold this number of enzymes is able to neutralize this 
capacitance by generating net NaCl uptake (fig.7). The 
magnitude of each of the 2 subpopulations is obtained by 
studying the optimal Na- and Cl uptake (15nEq/cm2.sec, 
fig.’s 10,11, Table 1), and the optimal Na- or Cl transport 
(11.1nEq/cm2.sec fig.’s 10,11, Table2). These data suggest 
that the ratio of enzymes active in i-mode and v-mode is 
about 3 as expected (fig.8c). However, the activation ratio 
for the enzymes active in i-mode (15-4)/4=2.75), or the ratio 
of the enzymes active in v-mode (4/11=0.36) are not exactly 
3 or 1/3 times per second (fig.8c) because a phase shift in 
time is needed between the cation capacitance- and cation 

current generating enzymes to let the cation channel-capacitors (or the capacitance) flip-flop in the 
membrane (fig.18). For example, suppose all enzymes in an enzyme combination are active in series, 
as is shown in the figure. The saturation time constant τ of the membrane capacitance is 2 seconds 
(Table 3), which means that the membranes are saturated with capacitance in approximately 4*2=8 
seconds. Admittance is determined by the change of capacitance per second and the enzymes active in 
v-mode are activated 3*3=9 times in these 8 seconds. In this same period however only 8 enzymes can 
be activated in i-mode, assuming that these enzymes also are activated one after the other. B In reality 
all enzymes are activated once per second and in series (fig.17a) when net NaCl uptake is optimal 
(Table 1) and therefore it is the the sum of the enzymes active in v-mode and i-mode that generate 3Na 
cations (either capacitance or current) per second. The calculus shows that the exact value of the offset 
between the two populations - the phase shift between capacitance and current generating enzymes - is 
12.5% ((3-2.62)/3 or .3820/3), which means that there will always be a surplus of capacitance on the 
membranes. C This is shown by the PD measurements, which prove that a PD (-17.8mV, Table 2) is 
still generated by 12.5% of the enzymes; this potential remainder is 12.5% of the 137mV maximal 
ductal capacitance  (Table 3). This surplus potential dissipates in mandibular ducts. Fluid secreting 
epithelia cope with the potential – the indispensable misbalance by the numbers of enzymes active in v-
mode and i-mode - by insertion of a moderate number of water channels (chip) in the membrane. The 
calculus presented in this figure suggests that the laws of electricity tightly control this sequence of 
enzyme activation. It probably would mean that restricted areas of the membrane have specialized 
functions. Neurons exploit the potential as threshold potential (fig.21).  
 

The modulation of the enzyme capacitance and by Cl-ions, shown in the 
previous paragraph, is due to the altering mobility of Na-ions or Na-ionophores 
present in the relevant RC-circuits when Cl enters the lumen of the ducts. This Na ion 
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mobility, or Na ion accessibility, of the epithelium can be ascribed to a number of 
factors, which in summary can be described as admittance. Admittance (Eq.13), the 
reverse of the impedance 1/R of an epithelium, is a measure for the rate at which the 
enzyme capacitors can feed Na current, Q.sec-1, into that epithelium. For example, the 
enzymes of rabbit mandibular duct are slow when Cl is absent in the lumen (Table3). 
The enzymes pretend to speed up when Cl is removed from the ambient solution 
(Table 3) but still the enzymes are active in the relatively low current generating v-
mode, transporting one 3rd Na back and forth across the membrane (fig.’s 5,6). The 
enzymes turn into i-mode, transferring 3Na cations per second once Cl is introduced 
into the lumen (fig.7, 8). Hence, resistance and conductance are concepts reserved for 
enzymes transporting one 3rd Na per second as capacitance across the membrane. 
Impedance and admittance are concepts reserved for enzymes that are able to generate 
a net transmission of 3 Na- per second across the membrane.  

 
Fig.21. Enzyme couples active in i-mode and v-mode generate 
neuronal saltatory movement of cytosol (ds dendrites). The 
cells shown in the model generate cation- (left or anion 
capacitances (right). Neuronal de- and repolarization is fast 
because the vesicles are loaded with a high number of parallel 
channel-capacitors. a The combined anion- and cation 
capacitor RC-circuits have lost their functionality when 
cytosol movement is absent (fig’s 4,10a). The established 
high membrane PD of neurons is slowly depolarizing when 
receiving remote input, which results in a loss of .38 volume 
units (12.5% of total enzymatic water turnover) and 12.5% of 
the membrane potential (see fig.20). b Release of 
neurotransmitter. Increased Na capacitance at the threshold 
potential triggers nerve depolarization and combined cat- and 
anion RC-circuits at essentially 0mV pre- and postsynaptic 
potentials (i-mode). The enzymes (i-mode) pump 2.62 volume 
units (87.5% of maximal 3 volume units) into the axon. 
(fig.17b). Vesicles containing transmitter salt or NaCl 

mediate this antegrade fluid pumping. c Synaptic cleft scavenging (see also glucose scavenging, 
fig.22). Enzymes acting as capacitance generators restore the membrane K capacitance (v-mode). The 
enzymes take up fluid from the synaptic space actively in endocytotic vesicles. The enzymes pump 
3/2=1.5 vesicle volume units (filled with transmitter remnants circulating in the cleft) each into the 
dendrites and axon. Hence, the data suggest a ratio of 1.5/2.6=0.58 for the rates of saltatory retrograde- 
over antegrade cytosol movement. This value matches the value of the empirically obtained ratio 
having the value 0.58 as shown in the textbook: “between one-half and two-thirds” (in; “Principles of 
neural science” ed. ER Kandel, 3rd edition, page 59). The enzyme density per unit of length is fixed and 
therefore a tight reciprocal relationship between the potentials above and below the threshold potential 
is warranted (the sum of 1/y and y is constant, fig.20). Hence, the 3Na/2K-ATPase osmo-pump takes 
care that per cell and per unit of time a fixed amount of vesicle information is delivered to the pre- and 
postsynaptic membranes. 
  
New Biology   
 

The increase in Na admittance of an epithelium is the only way to get Na- and 
Cl across this epithelium. Admittance is defined as current per Volt; Q.sec-1/Volt 
(Eq.13). Admittance is the result of Na current sending and capacitance generation by 
the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase along the length axis of a membrane. One enzyme 
subpopulation generates Na membrane capacitance (Volt) and endocytotic vesicle 
fluid uptake (fig.17). A second cluster of enzymes generates Na current by exploiting 
this potential (fig.7), sending concentrated NaCl in endocytotic vesicles across the 
membrane (fig.’s 17, 18). The maximal theoretical net Na plus Cl uptake is 
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30nEq.sec-1/cm2.sec (Table 1, fig.’s 11,12), the Faraday equivalent of a current of 
3mC.sec-1/cm2 sent by the enzymes over a distance of one meter. This active current 
is stored as free electrical potential (84mV) in the ion channel-capacitors when Cl is 
absent in the lumen (fig.’s 13-15). It is a membrane bound capacitance, which means 
that the local capacitance (Coulomb/ltr) increases with 3 orders of magnitude (Eq.14). 
Using the gas constant (8.3143Joule/Mole) and van ‘t Hoff’s law (the cells maintain a 
constant product of pressure and volume) it is shown that the enzymes generate one 
MoleH2O, a Na+Cl substitution volume and not a dehydration volume, by sending a 
current of 1Coulomb/sec over a distance of one meter (Eq.15). Substituting the result 
in the value for the maximal Na plus Cl uptake yields 10-3Qeq.sec-1/27.7mV (Eq.16) 
for Naadm of the epithelium, a value that can be verified for a variety of experiments 
like net NaCl uptake-, rapid cooling- and ion exchange studies of the rabbit 
mandibular duct (see results). That the enzymes indeed produce a volume of one 
MoleH2O when precipitating 3.10-3Qeq/cm2.sec in the channel-capacitors is shown as 
follows. The ducts are refreshed 1.8 times per minute for optimal NaCl uptake (fig.9), 
which means that an optimal volume of 18.7nl per second is entering the proximal Na 
reabsorbing- and leaving the distal Cl reabsorbing duct. This volume is 1MoleH2O 
(Eq.17). The salt is concentrated to 30mEq.NaCl/moleH2O, the equivalent of 
1.64molNa+Cl/ltr (Eq.17), which exceeds the normal bath osmolarity 5-fold. The 
enzymes store these ions in vesicles. The conversion of 3mC.sec-1/84mV (Eq.16) 
yields 30mEqNaCl/moleH2O (Eq.17) in the immediate vicinity of the membrane, a 
gain of a factor 10. This 5-fold (molarity) or 10-fold (osmolarity) amplification of the 
activity of a single enzyme activity is supported by Isc and PD measurements (fig.’s 
14,15).  
 

Fig.22. Fluid pumping in the 
body is well defined by the laws 
of electricity. Left panel Optimal 
NaCl uptake is realized when 
the enzyme pool is split into two 
subpopulations having ratio 3. 
About 25% of the enzymes 
generate membrane capacitance 
and endocytotic fluid uptake. 
The cat- and anions are stored as 
free electrical potential in the 
channel-capacitors of the 
membranes. +75 % of the 
enzymes generates exocytotic 

vesicle fluid flow by electroneutral turnover of K cation across the basolateral membrane. Strong 
evidence for the latter mechanism is provided by the membrane recycling studies of studies of Kirk and 
colleagues (Bradbury et al, Science (1992), Regulation of Plasma Membrane by CFTR, 256: 530-532). 
Right panel Admittance is determined by the Na mobility in an epithelium. This admittance is strongly 
enhanced when Na and Cl are sent back actively through a shared pathway like the tight junctions 
between cells. The return current decreases the Na impedance while increasing the Na admittance (the 
reverse of impedance) of the system. The enzymes exploit this condition by sending salt that is taken 
up concentrated from the lumen back into the lumen across the tight junction in diluted form. Hence, 
the enzymes are active as water pumps in this condition although the enzyme activity is still determined 
by the electrical admittance of the system (The NaCl in the secreted fluid enters the lumen by non-ionic 
diffusion through the junctions). Rather than 3mC/28mV the enzymes theoretically can generate up to 
28mC/28mV, which implies that fluid pumping can be 9-fold more effective than salt uptake (optimal 
fluid pumping will be less because enzymes are split in two populations). For example, the cells of 
rabbit mandibular epithelium deplete the luminal NaCl content with 1/3 at a fluid rate of 625nl/min 
(left panel). With all enzymes active as fluid pumps the total luminal content would have been replaced 
3-fold in a same period (right panel). Any fluid pumping is well defined by the laws of electricity. 
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The enzymatic Na admittance is amplified 3-fold by the presence of Cl in the 
lumen. Rabbit mandibular ductal enzyme admittance therefore is characterized by 
neutral Na and Cl uptake through the membranes at a rate of 3NaCl per second per 
enzyme at essentially 0 Volt transepithelial potential. The latter condition requires that 
salt uptake must be realized by endocytosis. The local membrane PD is indeed 
depolarized to 0mV when NaCl taken up in vesicles across the membrane (fig.’s. 
13,20). The method of vesicular net NaCl uptake is presented in fig.’s 17-19, 22. Salt 
secretion, for example salt secretion by equine sweat glands (fig.19), is also subjected 
to the rules of electricity. Analysis of donkey sweating shows that electroneutral 
secretion equilibrates at a final concentration of 0.82osMol/l NaCl. This osmotic 
strength is synonymous with a concentration of 0.82mol/l not dissociated NaCl in the 
junction because the Na and Cl ions have to associate when entering the junction, as 
demanded by the second law of electricity. This 5-fold concentration increase is also 
crucial for NaCl uptake (Eq.16), and therefore it seems that also fluid secretion 
depends on Naadm of the epithelium. Also these experiments prove that the enzymes 
generate an ion/H2O substitution rather than dehydration potential! Fluid secretion 
seems to be realized by activation of the shunt between the cells, which causes the 
concentrated salt to recirculate isotonically through the paracellular shunt (fig.23). 
This recirculation evokes a strong decrease in impedance (the inverse of admittance) 
and increase in admittance. The maximal theoretically admittance is 
28mC.sec-1/28mV in salt secretion. Thus, the efficacy of the system improves with a 
factor 9 when all enzymes become active as fluid pump (Fig.23). However, maximal 
fluid pumping will be less because the enzymes must be split into 2 subpopulations 
for optimal fluid secretion, while furthermore the osmotic activity is reduced with one 
halve when the electrolytes are tunneling non-ionically through the shunt between the 
cells (fig.19).  

Fig.23.  Salt and water uptake 
in the intestine. Left panel: The 
proven handling of Na and Cl in 
different cells (fig’s. 7,11,12) 
strongly suggests that intestinal 
glucose-absorbing cells (Glu) 
and Cl ”secretory” or crypt cells 
should be able to cooperate by 
RC-circuit pair formation (see 
fig.16). These cells, localized in 

different intestinal epithelia, are characterized by the presence of an apical Na-Glucose binding protein 
or basolateral Na/K/2Cl-binding protein. The Cl anions on these proteins are unable to pass the Na-
selective lipid membrane barrier. The recirculating Na-glucose transporter is scavenging the apical 
surface for the presence of glucose (v-mode). Na and Cl ions are sent through the shunt while H2O 
follows passively. Right panel: The intestinal crypt cells become active fluid secreting cells when Cl 
channel-capacitors are activated in the apical membrane. The enzymes are pumping pure H2O into the 
intestinal lumen by recirculating salt across the junctions (for details see fig.22). The fluid pump 
activity is subjected to the laws of electricity. NaCl ions follow the fluid pumped into the mucosal 
space by nonionic diffusion. Backflow of salt, water and nutrients into the submucosal space is also by 
means of passive diffusion. The system runs out of control, e.g. as in secretory disease (fig.24), when 
salt and glucose in the intestinal cavity are absent because massive water fluid output by the crypt cells 
is only dependent on a little amount of NaCl that is recirculating across the tight junctions. Water 
channels (ch) are expressed moderately to neutralize surplus capacitance generation by the enzymes 
active in v-mode. A continuous thin H2O-layer (cross-hatched area) is present on the surface of 
intestinal mucosa.    
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The enzymes that are uploading the membranes with capacitance (v-mode) are 
not the same enzymes that unload the capacitance (i-mode). Inspection of the data in 
fig.9 and Table 1 shows that the epithelium or cell has two enzyme pools. One pool, 
active in i-mode contains about 75% of the enzymes, generating a Na- and a Cl uptake 
of 11nEq/cm2.sec. The remaining 25 % of the enzymes are active in v-mode while 
generating potentially net -140mV, as shown in Tables 2,3 and fig.’s 8c, 15, 20. The 
relationship between capacitance uploading and discharging is given in fig.’s 17a and 
20. The capacitance generating enzymes reabsorb a given volume of salt and water by 
endocytosis and subsequently the enzymes in active in i-mode return the same volume 
by exocytosis. Admittance is generated as follows. The enzymes first generate Na 
capacitance by storing Na capacitance in the cation capacitors. These Na capacitors 
(or the Na capacitance) subsequently are flip-flopped in the membrane by the current 
generating enzymes, a process that takes place with given delay or phase shift (fig.’s 
18,20). An idea of this process can be obtained as follows. For example, the RC-time 
constant of the enzymes to upload the volume with Na and Cl capacitance is exactly 2 
seconds (Table 3) when the enzymes are activated in series. The total time to saturate 
the membrane capacitance involves about 4 of these RC-time constants. Therefore 8 
seconds are needed to saturate the membrane capacitance, while nine 9 seconds would 
be needed by the enzymes active in i-mode to discharge this capacitance (fig.20), 
assumed of course that also these enzymes are activated one after another. The phase 
shift of 12.5% between capacitance and current generating enzymes must be present 
in every cell, and is not dependent on the speed or nature of RC-circuit generation 
(fig.’s 16,19,21,23). Admittance is defined by the change of capacitance per second 
and therefore there will be always a surplus of capacitance that is not eliminated by 
the enzymes active in i-mode. It is therefore very likely that the shown sequence of 
enzyme activation (fig.’s 17a, 20) probably is unique for most, if not all, cells in 
nature, which means that different tissues have to cope with the surplus capacitance 
differently. For example, the surplus capacitance dissipates in the salt uptake system 
while neurons may exploit the surplus capacitance as potential above the threshold 
potential (fig.21). The enzymes active in i-mode furthermore generate fluid flow in 
and around the cell, which is essential for the enzymes in v-mode to be able to become 
active (fig.’s 9,10). Thus, also enzyme activity in the neuron entirely depends on fluid 
movement generated by the enzymes. The ratio of retrograde- and antegrade axonal 
fluid movement (the latter at 0mV membrane potential) in the neuron also presents 
evidence that the enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase is the most important enzyme in the 
osmoregulation of the neuron cell (fig.21).  
 

Fig.24 Admittance, the reciprocal of impedance, 1/R, is a measure for 
the mobility of ions in a system. Admittance is determined by the 
mobility of Na in a membrane. In the ’I-V’ rectification plot we 
observe the activities of enzyme pairs in cells involved in glucose or 
salt uptake (ns+g) or enzyme pairs in cells involved in fluid secretion 
(ns). Electroneutral salt (and glucose) uptake is moderate in 
gallbladder-(g) and intestinal (i) epithelium, when compared to 
electroconductive salt uptake in or mandibular duct (m). The enzyme 
output is enhanced considerably, up to 9-fold, in gallbladder or 
intestinal epithelia when these tissues secreting pure water (ns). Net 
water secretion is determined by the admittance of the junction (1/Rtj). 
Fluid output is maximal when the tight junctions are widely opened 
and when the salt and sugar concentrations in the lumen are low, e.g. 

as in intestine (fig.23). The output of the osmoregulating enzymes in such case is virtually only limited 
by the supply of ATP.  
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The admittance of the system can go up to 28mC/28mV, or 160nl/cm2.sec (!), 
when the reset pathway of the enzymes is shifted away from the membranes to the 
low resistance tight junction pathway between the cells, and when furthermore water 
channels are activated in the apical membrane to handle the surplus capacitance of the 
enzymes active in v-mode (fig’s 20,23,24). Fig.23 shows NaCl and glucose uptake 
from the lumen of the intestine, which is far from maximal when the junctions are 
closed. In such case the enzymes are active as glucose scavengers (like the transmitter 
scavengers in neuron, fig.21). The intestinal epithelium nevertheless has an excellent 
tool to rapidly digest mass amounts of the nutrients by increasing the admittance of 
this epithelium, realized by opening of the tight junctions (fig.23b). This system 
output is only dependent on the presence of a little NaCl recirculating across the tight 
junctions (fig.’s 19, 22). This bulk transport of water is the system of choice not only 
for efficient food uptake (fig.24) but also for other biological processes, like for 
example fast animal- and plant cell grow (turgor). However, the system can run out of 
control in the intestine when salt and glucose are absent in the lumen, as might be the 
case in secretory disease (fig.’s 23-24). 

 
The existence of channels-capacitors as shown in this study furthermore 

should modify the interpretation of several physiological relevant manifestations. For 
example, this study clearly shows that an increase in Na membrane capacitance 
(shown by an increase in Isc, fig.13), observed in mandibular- and CF sweat ducts, is 
fully compatible with a loss of Cl channel-capacitors in the apical membrane5,11. 
Furthermore, because each enzyme is capable to transport a minimum of 2 charge 
equivalents it can be argued that the Ca-pump in the endoplasmatic reticulum can set 
up Ca RC-circuits with the (3Na/2K-ATPase) Na-pump in the plasma membrane. 
Such interaction will depolarize the plasma membrane (rendering it refractory), 
possibly to allow the discussed electroneutral (connexin mediated) uptake or secretion 
of salt (or other charge carriers) passing the cells at 0mV membrane potential (fig.’s 7, 
21). Also the mechanisms behind manifestations like LTP and LTD, indicating 
altering conductance/impedance ratios, and vesicle fusion can be understood without 
ample experimental effort. These transport entities show time related shifts in 
membrane capacitance, suggesting that the mechanisms behind these physiological 
manifestations can be active only under condition of membrane capacitance 
neutralization at essentially 0mV membrane potential (fig.’s 8,21).   

 
The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase sends Na cations directly through the Na-

specific lipid bilayer resistance of the membrane. Cl anions ease the Na lipid mobility. 
The expression ‘Cl resistance’ has no particular meaning in situ. The cells maintain 
the product of pressure and volume (van ‘t Hoff’s law) constant, which secures a 
constant enzyme output (Q.sec-1/Volt is constant). The sequential enzyme activation 
(current) and resulting ion/H2O substitution potential (Eq.15) may be the key 
processes underlying synaptic plasticity, biological engineering and biological 
information management. For example, the data presented here not only suggest that 
vacuolar proton transport must be 0.82mosmol/l but also the nerve action potential is 
the result of membrane admittance- and impedance generated by the enzyme 3Na/2K-
ATPase. The action potential is evoked by an array of 10-3C/cm2 charge generating 
enzymes, and components of membrane admittance- and impedance are generated by 
discrete sections of enzymes in that array, which excludes the analysis of a membrane 
potential difference by means of conventional electrophysiological techniques 
(www.bijman.info or www.planet.nl/~bijma136/actionpotential.pdf ). 
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Experimental procedures: General: Main ducts from rabbit mandibular ducts were 
excised and mounted on glass pipettes in vitro as has been described (Augustus et al, 
1977,1988, Cook et al, 1983)). For net electrolyte uptake each duct was perfused at a 
rate of 625 nl/min for a period of 15 minutes. The perfusate was collected and K and 
Na were determined by flame photometry, Cl was determined by chlorodometry. The 
Cl perfusion Ringer’s solution contained (mmol/l): 96 NaCl, 4 KCL, 12.5 Na2SO4, 
and 25 NaHCO3. Cl free Ringer’s solution contained: 1.0 NaCl, 60.5Na2SO4, 2 
K2SO4, 25 NaHCO3. Cl bathing Ringer’s solution contained: 96NaCl, 4 KCl, 25 
NaHCO3, 1 MgCl2, I MgSO4, 10 NaAcetate, 10 NaPyruvate, 6 glucose, 30 gr/l 
haemaccel. Cl free Ringer’s contained: 105 NaCl, 48 Na2SO4, 2 K2SO4, 25 NaHCO3, 
1 MgCl2, 1 MgSO4, 10 NaAcetate, 10 NaPyruvate, 6 glucose. 
 
Rapid cooling experiments6: Ducts were mounted on glass pipettes fit in a small 
holder. The small holder could be transferred rapidly between bathing solutions with 
indicated temperatures. A small thermocouple was positioned inside the lumen of the 
duct, and potential measuring electrodes were positioned at the in- and outside of the 
tissue. Special care was taken to prevent disruption of electrical contact between the 
electrodes when transferring the tissue. The net time to cool the epithelium from 37 to 
0ºC was 0.45+0.05 sec, n=4. 

 

Fig.25  In-vitro Na and K dependency of the enzyme activity
determined by ATP breakdown (Pi measurement). These data
show that the difference between the in-vitro and the in-situ
enzyme cation dependency (fig. 15) most likely can be neglected.
This suggests that also under these in-vitro conditions the
enzymes must cooperate in enzyme pairs in the short-circuited
membrane fragments. 

Potassium exchange. 
Ducts were perfused with, 
and mounted in, K free 
solutions at 37 ºC for 45 
minutes. In this period the 
bathing solution was 
replaced at least 5 times. 
After this period the ducts 
were slowly cooled to 4ºC 
to measure the remaining 
electrogenic contribution 
of sodium pump to the PD. 
Small aliquots of 100 
mmol/l K enriched 
solutions were added to 
the bath. The latter was 
sampled and K was 
determined by flame 

photometry. After every concentration change the PD was allowed to stabilize 
(usually within 30 seconds). (SEM)    
 
The in vitro 3Na/2K-ATPase activity determined by using a standard essay (sigma) is 
shown in fig.29 and Table 1. 
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